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Abstract
Recent research has focused on detecting the “gaming” behavior of students while using an intelligent tutoring system. For instance, Baker, Corbett & Koedinger (2004) reported detecting “gaming” by students, and argued that it explained lower learning results for these students. In this paper, we report that while our computer system’s correlation with a student’s actual state test score is well correlated (r=.7), we found that we were systematically under-predicting their scores. We wondered if that under-prediction had to do with students engaging in some form of gaming. In this paper, we look to see if some of the online metrics (e.g. rate of asking for hints) Baker et al reported correlated with our under-prediction of student’s scores. We report results from the Assistment Project’s data set of about 70 students collected from May, 2004. We performed a stepwise regression to predict what metrics help to explain our poor prediction of state exam scores. We conclude that while none of the metrics we used were statistically significant, several of the metrics were correlated with our under-prediction, suggesting that there is information in these signals but that it might be too weak for the small sample size we have. For future work, we need to replicate this method with the dataset we are collecting this year that has 600 students using the system for 10 times as long.

Introduction
As part of the “Assistment” Project (Razzaq et al, 2005), so named because we blend assessment reporting to teachers with instructional assistance to student (i.e., tutoring), we have developed a reporting system (Feng, & Heffernan 2005) that gives teachers live feedback about how their students are doing as the students are working individually on their own computers. Figure 1 shows part of the report called “Grade book”, in which each line shows information about one student. Currently, we can tell teachers about how many problems their students have done, students’ percent correct and their predicted MCAS (the state 8th grade math test in Massachusetts is called the MCAS, which is a graduation requirement which all students educated with public funds in the tested grades are required to participate) score. Our teachers like to be able to hit the “Refresh” button and get instantaneous feedback. Our teachers will notice that a student is asking for too many hints [typically questions have 2-5 hints, with the final hint telling the students exactly what to do] and will call the students over to confront them with the evidence by showing them log transcripts that might show where they did not even bother to read a hint and instead asked for a more detailed hint. While our teachers like our system, sometimes students should be asking for lots of hints if they don’t know a topic, so our teachers are requesting a column to be added to this report that gives a score on their seriousness of effort (which we think of as the opposite of a gaming index). If we can quickly tell teachers who is gaming, then they can go speak to the student. The other problem Figure 1 brings up is, as we report in this paper, these reports are under-predicting students’ MCAS scores. Some of this under-prediction is probably due to students gaming and or guessing behavior. We would like to be able to correct our predictions of their MCAS score to be more robust even in the presence of students’ occasional “gaming”.

Therefore, while some intelligent tutoring systems show impressive results in both student learning (Morgan and Ritter, 2002) and motivation (Schofield, 1995) some research coming out now is focusing on detecting this when a student’s motivation is flagging. Recently Arroyo, Murray and Woolf (2004) have reported their attempts to diagnose flagging motivation, as well as their attempts to respond to this. An early ITS, by del Soldato and du Boulay (1995), asked students to self-report their motivation, which the system used to do problem selection differently based upon their motivational state. Others, such as de Vicente and Pain (2003), have developed models that classify students’ motivation state into many fine-grained categories. For this work, we will only think about the grossest of models of motivation, where students are scored on their gamingness along a single continuum. Closest to our work is work done by Baker, Corbett and Koedinger (2004) who studied gaming in an intelligent tutoring system that is also similar to our system. This paper attempts to replicate some of the results from Baker et al. Baker, Corbett and Koedinger looked to see what online metrics could be correlated with gaming as indicated by classroom observations. Baker had classroom...
observation data on two class periods for 70 students that first asked to attempt the item with no assistance. Only if indicated which students seemed to exhibit gaming behavior.

For this paper, we are not using classroom observation data like Baker et al did (we have found the systemic collection of this more difficult than we had anticipated.) Instead, we arrive at this problem by assuming that some gaming is happening, and further assume that students that were gaming would be correlated with the degree of our system’s under-prediction.1.

So our research plan was to develop a series of metrics, [that were similar but not identical to Baker et al.] and to see if we could predict gaming by predicting when our system was drastically under-predicting students’ real scores.

Methods

Data Sources

Though similar, the Assistment System differs from many of the Carnegie Mellon related tutors in that for each original item (which is generally the text of a specified MCAS test item) presented to the student, the student is first asked to attempt the item with no assistance. Only if the student makes an error, or asks for a hint, do we provide 2-5 “scaffolding” questions that attempt to walk the students through the problem. Some students who game seem to try to hurry through the item by either 1) asking for hints until they reach the “bottom out hint” that will tell them exactly what to type, or 2) to guess on the item (which Baker said seemed to be relevant particularly for multiple choice items). Figure 2 shows an Assistment system built for item 19 from the year 2003 MCAS. In this case, the original question has been broken into 5 scaffolding questions. The scaffolding questions appear only if the student gets the original item wrong. Figure 2 shows that the student typed “23” (which happened to be the most common wrong answer for this item from the data we have collected). After an error, students are not allowed to try the item further, but instead must now answer a sequence of scaffolding questions (or “scaffolds”) presented one at a time2. Students work through the scaffolding questions, possibly with hints, until they eventually get the problem correct. If the student presses the hint button while on the first scaffold, the first hint is displayed, which is the definition of congruence in this example. If the student hits the hint button again, the hint

---

1 Baker hypothesizes the many different reasons that students might be “gaming”. We will not discuss the reasons in this paper but instead just assume it is some form of laziness in which guessing or asking for a hint is easier than making an earnest attempt to answer the problem.

2 As future work, once we have built a predictive model and are able to reliably detect students trying to “game the system” (e.g., just clicking on an answer without reading the question) we may allow students to re-try a question if they do not seem to be “gaming”. Thus, studious students may be given more flexibility.
that is shown in upper right corner of Figure 2 appears, which describes how to apply congruence to this problem. If the student asks for another hint, the answer is given. Once the student gets the first scaffolding question correct (by typing “AC”), the second scaffolding question appears. If the student selects $\frac{1}{2} \times 8x$ when confronted with the second scaffold, the buggy message shown would appear, suggesting that it is not necessary to calculate area. (Hints appear on demand, while buggy messages are responses to a particular student error). Once the student gets the second question correct, the third appears, and so on. Figure 2 shows the state of the interface when the student is done with the problem as well as a hint for the 4th scaffolding question.

The Assistment items are different than most other CMU related tutors that tend to present the student with complicated workspace/tools up front with which to use to answer the problem. Because the Assistment system always asks the student to first attempt the original question we can use their percent correct to calculate a predicted MCAS score by multiplying their percent correct by the total number of points available on an MCAS score, which is 54 points. To be clear, we are predicting a student’s raw MCAS score, which ranges from 0 to 54 points, the state adds one point for each of the 29 multiple choice items, one point for each of the short answer questions and up to 4 points for each of the approximately 5 human scored open-response (i.e., essay) questions. We calculated what we call a student’s predicted raw MCAS score (referred to as PredictedMCASScore later) by taking their percent correct on the original items (referred to as %CorrectOnOriginal later) and multiplying a student’s average percent correct by 54. We found that on average students predicted scores were 9 points lower than their real MCAS score.

We then calculated for each student the students’ DiffScore by subtracting a student’s predicted MCAS scores from his or her actual MCAS score. Large positive numbers indicated students whose performance we drastically underestimated. To review, we suspect that this underestimate is partially due to students adopting

---

3 It turns out a student’s MCAS scale score is simply a function of the items the student got correct. (2002 MCAS Technical Report, p33-p34).
undesirable gaming behavior. We wanted to find online metrics that would predict the students “difference” scores. We will now describe the metrics we created that we hypothesized will be correlated with gaming. We associated the first two metrics with good behavior (labeled “Good”), while metrics 3-8 are marked as Bad, based upon the hypothesis that they would be positively correlated with gaming. Baker suggested 24 online features while here we calculate 9 metrics, which we hypothesize would be closely correlated to student gaming. These metrics were:

1. AttemptAfterHint – Good – How many times a student made an attempt after asking for a hint (not bottom-level hint which almost always reveals the correct answer to ensure that students can finish a whole assignment and won’t get stuck on one problem). We encourage students to ask for help when they get stuck on a question, try to learn from the given hint messages and attempt again. Thus students, who made attempts after reading hint messages instead of asking for the next hint, are anticipated to be more serious learners, while student with lower scores are more likely to be gaming.

2. ReadingHint – Good – How many times a student spent time reading (or thinking about) a hint message. Students who spend a very short period of time reading hints are probably those students that are just clicking on the “More” button to get to the bottom out hint.

3. HintBeforeAttempt – Bad – How many times a student asked for hint even before giving any answers. There are reasons why students would like to ask for a hint. It could be that the problem is so hard for the student that he didn’t have any idea how to solve it; or it could be that the question text is long, so the student won’t bother reading the question; or the student was just lazy.

4. FastConsecutiveAttempt – Bad – How many times a student made quick actions after giving an answer (intervals between consecutive attempts are less than 4 seconds). We noticed that students tend to try “FastConsecutiveAttempt” if the question is hard and shown as a text field. Some students would rather quickly try all choices of a multiple choice questions instead of seeking a solution on their own or asking for hints. We assume a student is less likely to be gaming if he slows down during subsequent actions after making an error, but it could be that good students often can quickly correct their answers so the directness of this metric is not clear.

5. ConsecutiveBottomHint – Bad – How many times a student went to the bottom level hint without making any attempts before reaching it. As mentioned above, the bottom level hint almost always reveals the correct answer. Students who figured this out, or had been told about this trick, could just go all the way down to get the bottom level hints and finish the current problem.

6. WeightedHintCount – Bad – How many hints a student received while working on the Assitments. Given that some questions had anywhere from 1-5 hints we wanted to scale this number into a range of zero to 1. If a student received the bottom hint they got a 1. If three hints were possible and they requested to see the second hint, they got 2/3. If they never asked for a hint they got a zero for that question. The final metric was divided by the total number of original and scaffolding questions.

7. QuickDoneWithError – Bad – We hypothesize that those students that were quickly answering were more likely to be guessing. Of course, some items take longer than others on average so we did this analysis on a per original question basis. We also did what is standard in psychology and calculated, only for those students that got the item correct, the average time it took. We then decided quick students were those that answered in less than 20% of the time it normally took. It is known to researchers that work on Item Response Theory for Computer Adaptive Testing (e.g., Wise & Kong) that students who answer problems very quickly tend to be guessing.

8. AverageAttempts – Bad – If a student gets an original item incorrect, we then counted the total number of attempts the student had to make before finishing the item. We then average the number of attempts by dividing by the number of original items. This metric is a little suspicious since if you were unlucky and got items wrong that had many scaffolding questions even if you got every scaffolding question correct, you would have a higher number of attempts then a student who got an item wrong that had say only two scaffolding questions and got them both correct on her first attempt.

9. %CorrectOnOriginal – Neutral – This metric differs from all the rest and was only included so that we could look at the interaction of this metric with the other metrics. Ideally, it would be nice to have had a probability that a student would get that particular skill correct (Baker et al had reasonable predictions for each skill from the knowledge tracing algorithm) but we were assessing all of 8th grade math so could not reliably predict finer grained skills given the small amount of time relative to the large number of skills. Instead, we used the students’ percent correct on the original questions as a surrogate for their overall knowledge.

It should be noted that we calculated these metrics on a question-by-question basis and the first six metrics are averaged over the sum of the original questions and scaffolding questions. The 7th, 8th and 9th metrics apply
only to the original question, and therefore are averaged over the number of original questions answered and they do not apply to scaffolding questions. Following Baker et al., we planned to use these 9 metrics and do a stepwise linear regression where we added all the factors as well as quadratic terms for each metric and all two by two interactions.

Data Analysis and Modeling

To begin our analysis, we had 68 students who had done at least 5 Assistments (we would not expect a great fit with their MCAS scores since the MCAS test has many more items, i.e., 39 items per test).

The first thing we did was to see if our computer based score (i.e., PredictedMCASScore) is well correlated with their real MCAS raw score. We found a strong correlation ($r = 0.7$) but we also saw that we were under-predicting many students as shown in Figure 3 with an oval around a group of students that were poorly fit. We want to find out what online metrics are correlated with our under-prediction. So we subtracted the computer based score from their real MCAS score to get Diff score (we will refer to this score simply as DiffScore) and our overall goal is to figure out when we are doing a poor job of predicting MCAS scores.

Given that some students had done only 5 items while others had done 35 items, we suspected there might be a relationship between DiffScore and the number of items done. However, after doing a linear regression, we found there was not much correlation given that the number of items done was a poor predictor of DiffScore ($R^2 = .003$).

So our intent was to simply build a model to predict DiffScore based upon those online metrics mentioned before. However we noticed that after we did a simple linear regression on the computer-based predicted score to predict DiffScore, we saw that lower performing students had higher DiffScores (see Figure 4, $R = .59$ and $p < .0001$).

Therefore, it was necessary to modify our goal and instead try to predict DiffScore after taking into account that lower scoring students would have higher DiffScore ranking. We will call this term ModifiedDiff (modified in that we took into account that lower scoring students would have a high DiffScore on average.) Strictly speaking, ModifiedDiff is the residual after having done a linear regression to predict DiffScore using predicted score. Furthermore, because we assume gaming is more likely to result in under-prediction of state test scores, we want to focus our attention on those students that are being under-predicted, which is the group of 38 students in the oval above the regression line.

So we looked to see what online metrics were correlated with ModifiedDiff. Our planned analysis was to do a forward stepwise regression (using a “F-to-Enter” value of 4) and consider all 9 metrics, as well as quadratic terms for each metric, as well as all two by two interactions, giving us 54 ($9+9+36$) factors to consider adding to the model.
Results

To summarize the results of this model, we need to remind ourselves that we are looking for factors that predict the ModifiedDiff for the students who were being under predicted more than expected value (even after we took into account that the percent correct was a predictor of DiffScore). The result of this Stepwise regression was that NO factors were considerably statistically significant enough to explain ModifiedDiff to be added to the model. So instead we report just the correlations between each of the 8 metrics and the ModifiedDiff and original DiffScore. See table 1.

We observed that the correlations were rather small, and 4 of them in bold were in the opposite direction to what we had hypothesized. For instance, AttemptAfterHint, which is the percent of time students did not ask for a second hint and instead attempted the item, was something that we thought would be associated with “good” students, and thus should be negatively correlated with ModifiedDiff, was positively correlated here.

AvgAttempts was the best correlated metric, suggesting that students that make more attempts are students that have higher ModifiedDiff. We were curious to know if we were being too strict in ensuring statistically significant so we did another forward stepwise regression, but one in which we lower the threshold for including factors into the model (F-to-Enter = 3). When we did this many of our interaction and quadratic terms showed up but were considered overfitting. So we dropped all factors except the original nine online metrics to see how big, in practical terms, the effect of those metrics were. The regression went one step and the result is shown in Figure 5 in which Residual DIFF refers to what we called ModifiedDiff here.

As we have expected, AvgAttempts is the only one entering the model while the other metrics were not selected into the model. The coefficient on AvgAttempts would lead one to conclude that if a student were to instead make one more attempt per item than they had really done, our ModifiedDiff prediction would go up .4 points.

Summary and Discussion

Fundamentally, we have a null result which leaves us merely speculating as to why.

One area to look is the metrics themselves. For instance, ReadingHint, QuickDoneWithError and FastConsecutiveAttempt are the three metrics that have parameters to set to try to determine what constitutes a students being quick or slow. It could be that we have chosen poorly in setting these parameters. For instance the ReadingHint metric was true if students spent more than 10 seconds reading the hint. Two ideas for suggestions are

Table 1: Correlation of 9 Metrics with ModifiedDiff and DiffScore

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Expected Effect</th>
<th>Correlation with ModifiedDiff</th>
<th>Correlation with DiffScore</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AvgAttempts</td>
<td>Bad</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QuickDoneWithError</td>
<td>Bad</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AttemptAfterHint</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>-.11</td>
<td>.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReadingHint</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>-.05</td>
<td>.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HintBeforeAttempt</td>
<td>Bad</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FastConsecutiveAttempt</td>
<td>Bad</td>
<td>-.18</td>
<td>.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WeightedHintCount</td>
<td>Bad</td>
<td>-.14</td>
<td>-.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConsecutiveBottomHint</td>
<td>Bad</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5: Result of stepwise regression to predict ModifiedDiff using 9 online metrics
that that number might be too high, and furthermore, some hints are longer than others, so we should expect to see difference between difference questions.

We speculate that our two major problems are 1) our metrics might not be as informative as we would hope and 2) that we need a strong signal to learn from, and feel that using classroom observation data to be a much stronger signal.

Limitations and Future Work

There are many more issues to deal with, and we believe we are just touching the tip of the iceberg in using online metrics. We will want to err on the side of not blaming students for gaming so further work will need to be done to minimize the errors of accusing someone of gaming when they are not.

One of the weaknesses of our approach is that we did not have a strong model of the difficulty of each item while it seems that students more likely game with hard or easy but calculation intensive problems. We have evidence of this with this current year’s data because we have students that have done hundreds of items but have a relatively smaller number of skills. Another weakness to our approach is that we do not take into account the fact that the subject should be learning as they are proceeding, and having a strong cognitive model will help make this possible. Yet a third weakness in our approach is that we assume gaming independently with respect to time, but it seems likely that students game in streaks, so we will want to look at this by adding a metric that tries to track over periods of time. As future work we are also working on collecting classroom observation data on gaming similar to the way Baker et al did.

Another limitation is that this method tells us who is gaming, but does not identify the particular actions that the system thinks are gaming actions. It would take some effort to present this sort of data to teachers so that they can best confront their students with this data.

To further refine our models it would be helpful to collect classroom observations of gaming behaviors. Also another factor that we have left out that should be factored into determining an effort score is whether students are showing evidence of learning.

In conclusion, we can neither replicate nor contradict Baker et al’s findings. Nevertheless we have replaced Baker et al’s method, and plan to continue to try to use it to detect gaming. We conclude that we are cautiously optimistic that these techniques described above should help us 1) in meeting our teachers goals of giving them an easy way to flag students that might be gaming, as well as 2) helping us correct our predictions of MCAS scores to take into account that some students are not trying as hard as we might like. We are planning on implementing this method into the teacher’s “Grade Book” report that we showed at the beginning of this paper to see if teachers agree with the system predictions.
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